
Victrix Scepter Small Bore 22LR 24'' Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3997-Victrix-Scepter-Small-Bore-22LR-24-Single-Shot-Bolt-
Action-Rifle

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

MSRP

VI025247
Victrix Scepter SB 22 lr
1/7 24' without thread 

CE309 C .22 LR  1  
Without
thread  

61  108.3  6290  
4450.00 € incl.

tax

VI025247F
Scepter SB 22 lr 1/7 24'

with thread 
CE309 C .22 LR  1  M18x1  61  108.3  6290  

4450.00 € incl.
tax

VI0252410
Victrix Scepter SB 22 lr
1/10 24' without thread 

CE309 C .22 LR  1  
Without
thread  

61  108.3  6300  
4450.00 € incl.

tax

VI0252410F
Victrix Scepter SB 22 lr

1/10 24' with thread 
CE309 C .22 LR  1  M18x1  61  108.3  6290  

4450.00 € incl.
tax

VI0252416
Scepter SB 22 lr 1/16

24' without thread 
CE309 C .22 LR  1  

Without
thread  

61  108.3  6290  
4450.00 € incl.

tax

VI0252416F
Scepter SB 22 lr 1/16

24' with thread 
CE309 C .22 LR  1  M18x1  61  108.3  6290  

4450.00 € incl.
tax

Three scratch pitches 1;7'' - 1:10'' - 1:16"" to adapt to the warhead weight that suits you!
The Victrix Scepter Small Bore bolt-action repeating single-shot rifle is chambered in .22LR caliber. A
Picatinny rail above the ejection port allows the addition of an optic. Add difficulty to long distance shooting
with a small caliber that allows intense training at a lower cost.

The 1:10'' rifling pitch is more suitable for 22LR cartridges with a heavier bullet (60 grains) than the standard
40 grain ogive.

 

THE COST OF AMMUNITION WILL NO LONGER BE A NIGHTMARE
Do you want to train by simulating the difficulties of large calibers without suffering the disadvantages?
The Victrix Scepter Small Bore is made for you! It ensures you a perfect workout, at shorter distances
and with a low ammunition cost.

 

EVEN MORE PRECISE SETTINGS
The new stock design also installed on our Victrix Scepter Small Bore features innovative geometric and
ergonomic solutions.

 

Rifled barrel in special hammer-forged steel by Lothar Walther
Muzzle thread M18x1mm
Stock with horizontal and vertical adjustment, and insulated cheekpiece
Rear slide inclined at 3 degrees, vertically adjustable by ring

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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Reversible EVO button folding system
Ergonomic, interchangeable zero-angle grip for standard AR platform
One-piece, high-strength light alloy chassis
Light profile fork with reinforcement points to achieve overall rigidity, with integrated Anschutz-style
rail for mounting a bipod
Light alloy 20 MoA action rail
Mouth wire protector (if provided)
Single-shot mechanism in solid-machined AISI 630
Bolt with two asymmetrical rear tenons arranged at an angle of 60 degrees, with a quick release system
and a double extractor
PVD finish on the action and slide
Victrix Sporting V Single-stage adjustable trigger: standard setting approximately 40 gr (1.41 oz)
Explorer Case for transport
User manual and welcome kit
Scope and bipod not included

FINALLY PROOF THAT SIZE DOES NOT ALWAYS MATTER
The most widespread beliefs do not always correspond to reality.
Here's why it's important to broaden your horizons: it's time to take precision shooting to a new level.
The Victrix Small Bore line in .22 LR. ensures low noise, no recoil, zero reload time, low operating costs,
maximum precision and extreme pleasure, in true Victrix Armaments style.

 

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


